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Solar development firms have identified over half a million acres of land in southwestern Arizona as possible sites for future electric generation facilities. The region is a prime target for such facilities thanks to brilliant sunshine and a state mandate to increase renewable energy production.

As a major landholder in the region, the State of Arizona is poised to benefit from this boom in solar energy. State trust land holdings in southwestern Arizona are over 1.5 million acres, and much of this land is suitable for solar development. As stewards of these state trust lands, and with a legal and fiduciary obligation to maximize returns to beneficiaries of the trust, the Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) has a critical interest in the possible development of solar energy in the state. It should be noted that the area needed for the state’s anticipated solar energy industry over the next 10 years is substantially less than the half-million acres now being considered. As a result, there is likely to be competition among landowners to secure deals for the most desirable solar facilities.

The other major holders of developable land in southwestern Arizona are the federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM), with over 6.5 million acres, and the many private owners, who own a total of more than 500,000 acres. This paper explores the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of these three landowners in their abilities to attract solar energy producers.

A series of court decisions and statutory requirements constrains the ASLD’s ability to rapidly profit from solar energy sites, but in other areas the state holds a competitive advantage over the BLM and private landowners. The state’s ability to sell or lease many parcels at once, for example, provides an advantage to a developer who otherwise would need to negotiate individually with many private landowners. The state also has some competitive advantages over BLM. Solar energy facilities constructed on BLM land will be subject to rigorous federal requirements, which generally do not apply on state land.

In light of the legal constraints on ASLD, five strategies are suggested for capitalizing on the department’s strengths and maximizing its benefits from solar energy development:

1. Stimulating interest in solar energy projects on state trust lands by conducting a comprehensive inventory of which parcels are most suitable for such projects.
2. Incentivizing further solar investigation of state trust lands by issuing special use permits in advance of a structured auction of those lands.
3. Expediting the sale of identified sites.
4. Issuing commercial leases of 10 to 99 years for identified sites.
5. Development of a participation mechanism which would auction land at lower prices, but allow the state to receive a share of revenues from the completed project.
The availability of land is only one of a series of critical factors in successful solar energy development. Arizona’s solar energy program is more likely to stand or fall depending upon the influence of other factors, such as financing and tax incentive programs, regulatory requirements and incentives, and other constraints, including environmental requirements and transmission access. An assessment of successful programs and/or best management practices among state land departments and other state regulators might be helpful in assessing how best to support solar energy development on state trust lands, as well as identifying useful practices that could translate to other states. ASLD appears to have already engaged in substantial mapping exercises designed to highlight solar opportunities on state trust lands and to identify potential environmental and physical constraints on solar siting—a practice that could be replicated by other state land managers around the West.
Background

Arizona has a well-deserved reputation as the solar capital of the U.S. As a review of a map of solar energy potential in the southwestern U.S. demonstrates (see Figure 1), Arizona is home to an enormous concentration of high quality solar resources. Perhaps just as importantly, these solar resources are located near existing transmission corridors, close to growing population and demand centers, and occur within vast state and federal land holdings that are critical to enabling successful energy development.

Arizona’s Solar Energy Potential  

Arizona currently produces close to nine million megawatt-hours (MWh) of electricity each year, primarily from fossil-fuel-fired generating plants. However, in spite of its high renewable energy potential, Arizona’s current energy mix includes a relatively small amount of renewable generation. (Figure 2 illustrates the primary sources of electricity generated by source as of July 2007.) Notably, renewable energy provides only 6 percent of Arizona’s power—and this figure includes Arizona’s significant hydropower production from the massive generating plants on the Colorado, Salt, and Verde river systems. However, as Arizona continues to grow, electricity demand in the state is anticipated to increase by 20 million MWh over the next decade, and by over 50 million MWh through 2030.
In light of these figures and growing concern over greenhouse gas emissions, greater exploitation of Arizona’s solar energy potential is not only desirable, it is inevitable.

**Arizona’s Energy Mix 07.2007**  
*source: Department of Energy, EIA Electric Power Monthly 10.2008*

The economic benefits that could be associated with these resources are widely recognized. According to the Arizona Corporation Commission, development of 1 gigawatt of solar energy through concentrated solar power (CSP) could lead to $2-4 billion in private investment, nearly 4,000 jobs, and $500 million in state tax revenues. Even more modest efforts would yield significant benefits. Recommendations from the Western Governor’s Association’s Solar Task Force 2006 report have suggested that Arizona can achieve considerable cost reductions and stimulate in-state business growth by developing only 1,400 megawatts of solar energy.

The biggest barriers cited to widespread development of solar resources are the initial system expenses, the ability of large-scale projects to attract investment and financing, and production capacity for manufacturing components needed for installation of utility-scale solar facilities. Although Arizona has issued permits for the construction of several large-scale solar facilities, a utility-scale solar plant has yet to be brought online in the state largely as a result of these barriers.

Regardless, over the past decade, there has been significant progress toward jumpstarting development of solar and other renewable energy sources in Arizona. Arizona’s Climate Change Action Plan, released in August of 2006, outlined specific recommendations for state regulators, including setting a goal of reducing state greenhouse gas emissions to 2000 levels by 2020, and to 50 percent below 2000 levels by 2050—an aggressive emissions reduction goal. The plan recognized the importance of diversifying Arizona’s energy mix in meeting that goal; promoting exploitation of renewable energy resources, including a more stringent environmental portfolio standard, and reducing barriers to distributed generation were among the strategies recommended to meet the greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal.
Renewable Energy Standards in Arizona

In October 2006, the Arizona Corporation Commission made good on at least a portion of these recommendations by approving rules requiring state-regulated utilities to generate 15 percent of their total energy from renewable resources by 2025, a significant increase over the previous renewable portfolio standard of 1.25 percent.\(^8\) This renewable energy standard (RES) would also require that 5 percent of the energy generated to meet the standard be from distributed generation from residential or non-utility owned installations; this percentage would grow to 30 percent after 2015.\(^9\)

Later, in January 2007, the Arizona Department of Commerce developed a 10-year plan for promoting the development of Arizona’s solar energy resources called the “Arizona Solar Roadmap.” The Roadmap outlined five main initiatives: establishing a marketing and outreach program to incentivize solar development; establishing a “solar zone”; developing a “Solar Center of Excellence” to provide research and development on state-of-the-art and best practices; creating partnerships to stimulate market demand; and promoting construction of large-scale, centralized solar plants.\(^10\)

As Arizona and other southwestern states continue to develop requirements and incentives to pursue solar resource development, opportunities are booming for large landowners in the state. Notably, a program which opened federal BLM lands to potential solar leasing, together with federal incentives intended to subsidize renewable energy development have led to a veritable “gold rush” of energy developers and investors seeking to secure high-quality sites for major solar projects. The Arizona office of the Bureau of Land Management, which manages over 12 million acres of land in the state, has received a flood of solar siting applications due to its extensive land holdings in areas of high solar potential, with over 30 large-scale applications filed in Arizona alone (and frequent over filings, where a subsequent applicant has applied to take over a site if the initial applicant fails).

The purpose of this research is to provide the ASLD with resources and recommendations, given its current constitutional, statutory, and budgetary constraints, for improving its competitive advantage in siting solar energy facilities and realizing the potential for new, high-value revenue generation for its beneficiaries. To this end, the report describes the basic authorities for land disposal that are potentially available to ASLD to make lands available for solar development, and the various regulatory and statutory options available to ASLD for pursuing such a program.
The siting of solar energy facilities in Arizona embraces a series of practical considerations related to land ownership, land use, water use, and environmental regulations. Critically, these requirements can differ substantially depending on whether the proposed solar site is located on federal, state, or private lands.

Energy Project Siting Requirements—Arizona

Power plant siting in Arizona is largely regulated by the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC), which regulates the siting of both transmission lines and most electrical generating facilities through an application and hearing process that culminates in the issuance of a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility (“CEC”).

A CEC applicant must file a plan with the ACC ninety days before filing an application for a CEC. This plan provides general information such as:

1. the size and location of the plant;
2. the estimated date of operation;
3. the average and maximum output of the plant (measured in megawatts);
4. the estimated capacity factor;
5. the fuel source;
6. a power flow and stability analysis report showing the proposed plant’s effect on the current Arizona electric transmission system.

Following the submission of the plan, an application for a CEC is submitted to the Arizona Power Plant and Transmission Line Siting Committee. This committee is charged with holding public hearings and considering a host of factors to make a recommendation to the ACC, including:

- Existing development plans at or in the vicinity of the site
- Fish, wildlife, and plant life
- Noise emission levels and interference with communication signals
- Proposed public access to the site for recreational purposes
- Existing scenic areas, historic sites and structures, or archaeological sites
- The area’s total environment
- The technical practicability of achieving the proposed objective and previous experience with equipment and methods available for achieving the proposed objective
- Costs, including potential increase in the cost of electric energy for consumers
• Additional factors applicable under state or federal law governing the site
• Special consideration to the protection of areas unique because of biological wealth or their status as habitats for rare or endangered species
• Compliance with all air and water pollution control standards and regulations
• Compliance with local zoning under all applicable jurisdictions.

The Siting Committee’s recommendation to the ACC may include “reasonable conditions” to be included on the permit. Examples of some “reasonable conditions” that are likely to be imposed on solar power plants include:

• Compliance with federal environmental law and Arizona special species statutes, such as the Arizona Native Plant Law
• Compliance with instructions from the ASLD regarding treatment of the State Register of Historic Places
• Work stoppage upon the uncovering of human remains or funerary objects pending consultation with the Director of the Arizona State Museum
• Notice of the project to neighboring landowners and homeowners

It is critical to note that the CEC requirement applies only to a “thermal electric, nuclear or hydroelectric generating unit” that has a nameplate rating at or above 100 megawatts (MWs). Plants that fall below this 100 MW threshold are not regulated by the ACC. In addition, it should be noted that the “thermal” requirement additionally exempts both photovoltaic and wind-based renewable technologies from regulation. However, it is important to note that even if the generating plant itself is unregulated, the transmission lines associated with the facility may be regulated; CECs are required for transmission lines with a nominal capacity of 115 kilovolts (kV) or greater and their associated switchyards. In addition, it should be noted that CEC requirements apply to any regulated facility regardless of whether it is located on federal, state, or private lands in Arizona. Most tribally-controlled lands, however, fall outside of the scope of ACC jurisdiction due to special rules governing state jurisdiction on tribal lands.
Solar project permitting can trigger a variety of environmental and land use regulations, depending on the nature of the technology and the site of the installation. Local land use approvals, including zoning changes, are typically required for most utility-scale projects, since the agricultural or rural residential zoning that typically applies to most ex-urban lands does not normally allow for heavy industrial applications.

Solar Energy Production and Water

Solar energy production also typically requires water. Historically, in fact, solar power production was commonly a very water-intensive operation. Water use statistics from the U.S. Department of Energy indicate that older model CSP plants can use 760-920 gallons per megawatt hour, considerably more water than a coal-fired plant’s requirement of 110-300 gallons. Although newer technologies require much less water, locating a sufficient supply of water can create both practical and political challenges in the arid Southwest.

In addition to physical limitations, statutory and common law governing groundwater and surface water rights, as well as local water conservation policies, can compound water scarcity. Most local and regional surface water supplies in Arizona are fully allocated, leaving little to no water available for new water demand associated with energy development. Legal restrictions on groundwater use are particularly stringent in Arizona’s five Active Management Areas (AMAs)—highly regulated groundwater basins located in and around most of Arizona’s major population centers. In the AMAs, groundwater development can only proceed under a system of water rights and permits that carefully restricts water access. However, even in rural areas (where groundwater use is largely unregulated), the impact of a project on local water supply is a relevant consideration in the CEC process as noted above. Electrical generation projects can therefore be subject to water use controls even where other industrial applications are not.

Clean Water Act requirements will normally apply to any point source discharges of cooling water or other potential pollutants; Section 404 permitting requirements will frequently apply to projects that either cross or fill in washes and other drainage features. Arizona’s Aquifer Protection Permit program also regulates many types of pollutant discharges, such as the evaporation ponds associated with cooling towers.

Disturbed Lands

The combined issues associated with the disturbance of native desert land, cultural resource concerns, and water use have tended to drive large-scale solar energy development toward agricultural lands. Because these lands are previously disturbed, they typically have little or no potential to generate concerns related to cultural resources, endangered species, and Clean Water Act/Section 404 permitting. Just as significantly, because the amount of water use associated with agriculture is typically far higher than that associated with a solar project, a solar plant can actually result in a net reduction in water use compared to the status quo—an argument that has been used successfully in recent siting applications.
Air Quality Issues

Projects that include any amount of backup generation capacity may trigger Clean Air Act requirements. In addition, because of widespread PM10 (particulate matter of 10 micrometers or less) issues in Arizona, there will typically be dust control and revegetation requirements associated with projects that have any substantial amount of land disturbance. Where endangered species or associated habitat is present, there can be substantial requirements associated with Endangered Species Act (ESA) compliance and/or mitigation. These requirements become substantially more involved where a federal decision (such as use of federal land) is involved, since federal agencies have greater ESA obligations than do private parties or state agencies. Projects involving land disturbance also will typically have substantial cultural resource preservation obligations, particularly if an investigation reveals the presence of archeological or historic sites.

National Environmental Policy Act

One particularly important regulation in this context is the required review and analysis of potential environmental and cultural impacts associated with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). NEPA requires the United States to evaluate and provide a detailed statement on the environmental impact of any “major federal action” which causes a significant environmental impact.19 Depending on the nature and scale of the project in question, this can range from a relatively modest investigation to a fullscale analysis that incorporates impacts to air, water, land, wildlife, noise, cultural resources, and local economies, among other considerations, including analysis of alternative actions and measures to mitigate potential impacts. Although NEPA can be triggered by federal environmental permitting, it is nearly always triggered by activities occurring on federal land. (Note that solar facilities planned for development on Native American tribal lands must also undergo NEPA review, unless a tribe has entered into a Tribal Energy Resource Agreement (TERA)20 with the Secretary of the Interior, in which case a tribal-specific process must be followed.)

Because of the relatively burdensome nature of the federal NEPA process, the BLM has attempted to partially streamline it by undergoing a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) to evaluate the impacts of large-scale solar energy development in the West.21 However, the completion of the PEIS will not eliminate the need for NEPA review of particular project sites. Rather, it will simply limit the scope of necessary review to the environmental characteristics of individual sites, rather than needing to analyze larger regional and national impacts as well.

Federal NEPA requirements, taken together with the relatively cumbersome BLM leasing procedures (and the additional layers of federal environmental review that apply to federal decision-making under other statutes, such as ESA), tend to extend a competitive advantage to state trust lands and private lands compared to federal lands. In addition, there are virtually no BLM lands under agricultural lease in Arizona. Consequently, these lands are in most cases completely undisturbed, so that solar project siting will cause substantial environmental disruption requiring additional consideration and/or mitigation. Just as significantly, these lands normally have no history of water use, so that project siting—particularly water-intensive concentrating solar technologies—involves both new analysis and new burdens on what are frequently already stressed aquifer systems.
Land Use Requirements

Both forms of solar generation, concentrated solar power (CSP) and photovoltaic (PV), often require extensive areas of land to produce utility-scale electricity. Applications for CSP plants and data from existing PV plants suggest that utility-scale CSP plants average roughly 10 acres per megawatt of electricity, while utility-scale PV arrays require approximately 12 acres per megawatt of electricity. With utility-scale solar applications typically targeting 250-750 megawatts (MW) per installation, utility-scale solar plants can easily cover several contiguous sections of land with mirrors or PVs. The large land areas required by these types of plants are further compounded by the transmission corridors potentially required to carry electricity from the remote areas where it is generated to the population centers where it is used.

As noted above, water use and additional environmental permitting burdens associated with the use of federal BLM lands create potential competitive advantages for trust lands and private lands as compared to federal lands for solar project siting. However, it is also important to note that a similar, albeit different set of challenges have accompanied efforts to develop private lands for utility-scale solar energy in Arizona.

Solar and Private Landholdings in Arizona

As an initial matter, although private landholdings in Arizona are substantial in comparison to many western states—around 17 percent of the total state land mass—most of the private lands located in parts of the state with the highest solar potential, even those which have not already been developed, are held in relatively small parcels. There are therefore a relatively limited number of large, contiguous blocks of private land that are both located in proximity to transmission and which have significant solar potential.

Perhaps more significantly, there are also few private landowners who control more than a handful of sites with substantial solar potential at the utility scale. As a result, while demand for sites is high among potential developers, landowners have frequently been unwilling to commit potential sites to solar developers on a speculative basis without substantial up-front compensation and long-term leasing commitments (if not requiring an outright sale). In short, private landowners are afraid to gamble their only opportunity to make a solar sale by granting a long-term option to a developer who may ultimately fail to perform. This has made obtaining private sites difficult, which has in turn driven up private land costs, with recent solar sales at or above $15,000 per acre for lands with high solar development suitability.

More importantly, this has created a situation where solar developers—who already face substantial financing challenges in a difficult credit market—are being asked to take on much higher levels of risk in the site acquisition phase, since they cannot easily obtain an option on a potential site that can simply be dropped if a site does not work out. Instead, developers are being required to invest substantial resources in a long-term lease or purchase of lands for a site before they obtain permits and energy purchase contracts—or else engage in far more extensive due diligence prior to site acquisition to limit their risks.
Land Competition and Arizona State Land Holdings

These federal and private challenges add up to a potentially significant opportunity for state trust lands in Arizona. The Arizona State Land Department (ASLD), which controls some 9.3 million acres of state trust land within the State of Arizona and more than 1 million acres in the vicinity of rapidly urbanizing areas, is well-positioned to take advantage of solar opportunities simply due to the sheer size of the trust portfolio. In addition, ASLD’s fiduciary mandate to generate revenues for a set of specific public beneficiaries, principally public schools, reduces the potential for conflict over the use of trust lands for solar development.\(^\text{25}\)

Because of the unique restrictions governing the disposal of state trust lands—in particular, the requirement that trust lands be sold at public auction (discussed in detail below) trust lands have frequently been disregarded by renewable energy developers and investors. In essence, because the investigation of the feasibility of a solar site requires substantial investments of time, energy, and resources, many parties have proved unwilling to invest in a site which might ultimately be purchased out from under them by another party at a competitive auction. They also are unwilling to bid on a site and commit to a lease or sale prior to engaging in such an investigation.

However, although transactions with private parties may indeed be less complex in character as a result of the public auction requirement, ASLD-managed trust lands may actually be more suitable for solar development than at least those held by federal agencies—and may well be more available than lands held by private owners. Unlike ASLD, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is governed by a multiple use mandate that requires it to accommodate not only revenue-generating economic activities but also to protect natural resource and recreational values on the lands. As the enormous volume of public commentary on BLM’s ongoing Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has shown—with more than 15,900 individuals, organizations, and government agencies providing comments on the program during the public scoping period alone—balancing those other considerations with the kind of large-scale industrial development that is involved in construction and operation of concentrated solar energy plants and similar facilities can be difficult.\(^\text{26}\)

State trust lands, by contrast, have a clear obligation to generate revenue for trust beneficiaries—a central feature of the trust responsibility. As a result, renewable energy development on appropriate state trust land sites may better serve the goals and objectives of the agency than those of other public landowners, while incurring less controversy over conflicting use expectations by public land stakeholders. In fact, since the lifespan of many renewable energy applications may be relatively short from the perspective of the trust (30-50 years), the use of state trust lands for solar development purposes could result in both significant near-term revenue generating opportunities (through the sale or lease of solar-suitable lands) as well as long-term revenue enhancement (by providing an interim, revenue-generating use for urbanizing trust lands without compromising long-term development values).

In addition, many state trust lands are subject to existing leased uses—such as agricultural leases—that have caused previous land disturbance and/or may be accompanied by existing water uses and water rights. Combined with the far lower levels of regulation that apply to state lands (essentially the same as those
that apply to private lands), state trust lands may be far easier to permit and
develop than similarly situated federal lands. Finally, by siting facilities on
state trust lands rather than on federal lands, the revenues generated by solar
leasing or sales will go to support public schools, in addition to stimulating
business investment in the state and providing a clean energy resource to
meet the state’s growing energy needs.

However, while ASLD may have the land resources and incentives to expand its
revenue generating capabilities and diversify its portfolio through renewable
energy development, that does not mean that ASLD currently has the
administrative or technical expertise to review and prioritize a high volume
of siting applications for qualified applicants or successfully negotiate lease
arrangements for solar facilities. Significant budget cuts have reduced staff
and depleted resources that were once available to contract for consulting
expertise and assistance on technical matters outside the ASLD’s scope of
regular activities. Recent attempts to allow the ASLD to retain a portion of
the revenues it generates to fund operations have come under fire through a
constitutional challenge by public school advocates.27

In addition to these administrative problems, renewable energy development
on state trust lands has been complicated by the unique restrictions applicable
to the management of Arizona’s state trust land portfolio—including a
requirement that ASLD can only dispose of lands at public auction. However,
these problems are not as insurmountable as is commonly believed.
A fundamental requirement of any decision undertaken by ASLD with regard to the disposition of trust lands is whether that disposition is consistent with the “trust responsibility” that attaches to trust land management. Pursuant to two decisions of the United States Supreme Court, *Ervien v. United States* and *Lassen v. Arizona*, the Congressional land grants to the State of Arizona under the Arizona-New Mexico Enabling Act created a trust relationship. The Enabling Act provides that any disposition of trust lands or the monies and resources derived there from in a manner contrary to the provisions of the Enabling Act “shall be deemed a breach of trust.”

Decisions interpreting the requirements of state trusts have applied a variety of the common-law fiduciary principles that govern trust administration to state trust land managers. Under the common law, the trustee is charged with a series of fiduciary duties—duties which can be either express or implied—to the beneficiary of the trust.

The most important of these are:

1. to manage the trust in accordance with the instructions of the settlor;
2. a duty of loyalty or good faith, which requires the trustee to elevate the interests of the trust beneficiaries over other considerations;
3. a duty of prudence, which requires the trustee to manage the trust property with the same degree of skill that a prudent person would exercise in her own affairs;
4. a duty to preserve and protect the trust assets, or trust corpus, to satisfy both present and future claims against the trust.

Although the fiduciary rules governing the responsibilities of the state trustee are similar to those governing a private trustee, they differ in two critical respects. First, the obligations are owed to some extent to the broader public (because the trust does not benefit a discrete individual or group of individuals that are effectively separated from the larger public in the manner of a private trust). Second, the trust exists in perpetuity, since it embraces a purpose that will continue from generation to generation without a foreseeable end. In addition, because the “trust” is established in federal law and by state constitution, and the parties are government entities whose objectives (and budgets) are defined by legislative and executive prerogatives, the obligations and considerations that apply to the trustee are much broader and necessarily embrace, at least to some extent, the political and economic concerns of the public at large.

With regard to the first requirement, a trustee generally is required to honor the purposes for which a trust is established when administering the assets of a trust. However, absent specific instructions for how the trust is to be managed, the trustee otherwise has broad discretion in the trust’s administration and may enjoy great flexibility in the management of trust assets. Since the purpose of the state land trust was established in the state’s Enabling Act, in the context of the Arizona state land trust, this equates to a requirement to honor the conditions of the New Mexico-Arizona Enabling Act for the administration of Arizona’s trust lands. However, the actual administration of state lands is additionally governed...
by the provisions of the Arizona Constitution and Arizona statutes, such that the requirements for management of state lands are more constrained than would otherwise be required by the trust.37

The trustee’s duty of good faith requires that the trustee act honestly and with undivided loyalty to the interests of the trust and its beneficiaries, ensuring that the interests of third parties are not placed ahead of the interests of the trust.38 In the context of the state trustee, the trustee is nonetheless bound to function under the laws that govern the behavior of government agencies, even where this benefits third parties, or even the general public, in derogation of the interests of the trust.39 This can include both procedural (such as public notice, public records, administrative and judicial appeal)40 and substantive requirements (such as special requirements to consider, avoid or mitigate environmental or economic impacts associated with state lands).41

The trustee’s duty of prudence descends in part from the duty of good faith, requiring that the trustee act with due care, diligence, and skill in managing the trust.42 This duty applies to both affirmative and negative conduct on the part of the trustee, including the timing of management decisions.43 For example, in the context of a sale of real estate that is held in trust, the trustee must make the sale for the best price and on the best terms that are reasonably attainable,44 and utilize the proper level of care, precaution, attentiveness, and judgment; investigate and evaluate alternatives; assess risks and rewards; and then make the best choice in light of this information. In the context of the management of a large trust portfolio such as the state land trust, this duty requires the trustee to function as a “prudent investor,” balancing risks and returns, anticipating future needs and reevaluating and adjusting investments across the overall portfolio over time,45 and disposing of assets in appropriate ways and at appropriate times.46 Under the modern, evolving version of the trust doctrine, this standard should be “applied to investments not in isolation but in the context of the trust portfolio,”47 requiring the trustee to construct a balanced portfolio of diversified investments that meet the trust’s long-term management objectives. This allows the trustee to make decisions that involve greater risks, long-term investments, or lower overall returns than would be permissible in isolation,48 so long as the investments are prudent in the context of the strategy for the overall portfolio.49

The duty to preserve and protect the assets of the trust is closely related to the duty of prudence; in essence, it requires the trustee to manage the corpus of the trust in a manner that ensures that the trust can satisfy both the present and future needs of the trust beneficiary. In the context of a perpetual trust, this generally requires the trustee to manage the trust corpus in a manner that will ensure that the trust will remain undiminished to serve the needs of future beneficiaries in perpetuity.50 This requires a trustee to look past simple notions of achieving “maximum financial return” on every transaction, and instead look at ways to manage trust assets in a sustainable, preservation oriented fashion that will maintain a healthy trust corpus for future generations. As noted by a federal district court in Branson School District RE-82 v. Romer,51 the state “as trustee, is under no obligation to maximize the benefit of the trust to the current public schools,” but should engage in long-range planning that benefits the “common schools both now and for generations to come.”52

As discussed further below, this broader, modern view of both the duty of prudence and the duty of preservation has important ramifications in evaluating both the potential and the approach to solar project siting on state trust lands.
Primary Mechanisms for Operating a Renewable Energy Development Program under Arizona Statutes

A review of ASLD’s authorities suggests five primary strategies for active ASLD engagement in a solar siting program:

1. Conducting a comprehensive inventory of siting opportunities on trust lands to encourage interest in trust lands;
2. Incentivizing further solar investigation of state lands via a special use permit in advance of a structured auction;
3. Actual sale of identified sites;
4. Commercial lease of identified sites; or
5. Use of a participation mechanism.

Published Inventory of Solar Opportunities

As an initial matter, interest in solar development on trust lands could be significantly enhanced through publication of an inventory of potentially available solar sites on trust lands that includes a preliminary analysis of potential constraints (such as slope, wildlife/habitat values, water, jurisdictional washes, and similar factors).

Solar opportunity data (such as that published by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, or NREL) and land ownership data (such as that available from ASLD) is widely available. In addition, ASLD has undertaken substantial mapping efforts on its own to identify solar energy opportunities and land use constraints associated with particular state land parcels. However, we are not currently aware of a published, ASLD approved map of sites that ASLD itself is interested in positioning for solar development. To date, solar siting proposals on trust lands have been application-driven, with particular applicants identifying potential sites and moving them through the ASLD disposal process. It is also important to note that ASLD’s case for participation in renewable energy development under any of the other strategies outlined below would be significantly strengthened to the extent that ASLD had in hand a comprehensive, objective survey of “real” energy development opportunities on trust lands.

Engaging in this type of exercise would clearly be within ASLD’s general authority as a trustee of the state land trust and the commissioner’s powers under Arizona statute. Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-211, the commissioner is authorized to “conduct investigations and experiments on the lands of the state” to obtain “information and data which will aid in the leasing, sale and administration of lands belonging to the state.” Based on these investigations, the commissioner can classify and reclassify state lands into a series of potential use categories, including commercial uses;53 upon reclassification, existing leases can be noticed and cancelled to allow for a changed use54.

Similar investigative functions are also expressly provided for under the statutes authorizing ASLD’s Resource Analysis Division, which authorizes the division to maintain a central repository for various types of land resource information, engage in remote sensing and survey work, produce maps, and engage in
similar activities. The division is additionally permitted to contract for any services required by the division to the extent that they cannot provide services themselves, as well as utilize the advice and services of other federal, state, local, and regional agencies. Under this authority or its broader contracting authority, ASLD could work with the state universities, private consultants, or nonprofit groups to conduct this inventory as necessary.

Regardless, ASLD’s existing authority under A.R.S. §37-132(A)(3), which authorizes ASLD to “make long-range plans for the future use of state lands in cooperation with other state agencies, local planning authorities and political subdivisions” would provide similar authority to engage in cooperative, state, and local planning efforts for renewable energy development. Notably, pursuant to A.R.S. 37-132(A)(11), ASLD is also authorized to expressly withdraw state lands from surface or subsurface sales or lease application “if the commissioner deems it to be in the best interest of the trust.” This would allow ASLD to specifically limit the use of lands identified for solar development use though an inventory exercise under the mechanisms identified below.

**Solar Site Investigation Pursuant to a Special Use Permit**

Although this proposed approach would need to be explored further with local utilities to assess its actual feasibility in practice, one potential avenue for investigation of project feasibility on identified sites would be to work directly with specific utilities that are interested in promoting solar site development at a particular subset of potential solar sites pursuant to a special use permit. This approach would likely work in only a limited number of settings. However, one obvious example would be where parcels of trust lands are located next to existing, utility-controlled infrastructure, such as a substation or existing generation plant.

Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-132(B)(6), ASLD is authorized to issue permits for the “shortterm use of state land for specific purposes as prescribed by rule.” Under ASLD’s current implementing regulations pursuant to A.A.C. R12-5-1101, these permits may be issued for “special purposes not specifically provided for by existing law or the rules and regulations of the Land Department,” provided that the contemplated use does not conflict with any federal or state laws.

A special use permit can be issued for a term of up to 10 years, although an application for an initial special use permit is currently limited to a period of no longer than two years. ASLD is required to charge no less than the appraised rental value of the land for the purposes provided in the permit, and a minimum of 5 cents per acre or $10 per year. ASLD can craft a form of permit appropriate for the use contemplated, and permits are subject to forfeiture if conditions are not met. ASLD can additionally require a permittee or lessee to post a bond or other collateral to guarantee performance or restoration.

The great flexibility afforded to ASLD under the special use permit mechanism would allow ASLD to design and draft a special-use permit instrument that would afford a solar site investigator sufficiently extensive use of trust lands to perform detailed site investigation, such as weather analysis, wildlife surveys, and water investigations, for example, while also providing sufficient protection to ASLD by clearly specifying the intended use of the lands.
Perhaps more importantly, ASLD can issue a special use permit without competitive bidding or public auction, which would allow ASLD to work closely with a utility or other potential solar investigator to evaluate several different sites in a non-competitive setting. This would allow for a site investigation to occur to verify the viability of a solar site prior to any auction process, substantially lowering the risk to potential bidders on the sites. This would also allow ASLD to work directly with a local utility that is interested in entering into a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with an as-yet-to-beidentified generator at those sites.

Once site investigations are complete, ASLD could bring the sites to market via a structured public auction process, while the utility simultaneously solicits bids on a PPA. For example, in one potential scenario, the initial bidders from the first round of a site auction process would qualify to be evaluated by the utility as candidates for the PPA; the selected “short list” of candidates in the PPA (at least two) would then proceed to a final round of state land auction, where the bidders would bid on the land value with the attached PPA. The utility would then recover the costs of its site investigation through the terms of the PPA with the successful party.

This approach would not be appropriate in all or even most circumstances, by any means. In many cases (such as development of large-scale projects) it would likely be of greater advantage to the utility to hold an open PPA process that would consider bids from a variety of different potential sites and parties from around the state. However, in certain circumstances—such as where a utility is seeking to develop renewable capacity in connection with existing generation and transmission infrastructure—this process could (at least in theory) benefit both parties by allowing utilities to access trust lands adjacent to existing infrastructure, while allowing ASLD to both prequalify bidders (ensuring commercial success of a long-term lessee via an existing PPA) and potentially “bidding up” the ultimate price of lands for lease or sale by raising the stakes in the final round such that the successful bidder obtains rights to both the site and the PPA.

**Sale of Pre-Identified Lands for Solar Development**

ASLD has broad authority to sell trust lands upon application or on its own initiative.60 With the exception of urban lands (which are subject to additional requirements under the Urban Lands Act61), timber lands (which require timber values to be sold separately from the land62), and mineral lands (which are restricted from sale63), essentially all state lands are open to sale,64 although there are acreage limitations on the amount of lands classified for grazing (640 acres) and agricultural purposes (160 acres) that can be sold to any one person.65 This broad authority would allow ASLD to selectively market lands preidentified as suitable for solar use through an inventory process, either by marketing high-opportunity lands on its own initiative or by inviting applications for sale on the preidentified inventory.

Once lands have been identified for sale by ASLD (or an application for their sale has been approved), they are appraised.66 If ASLD determines that the sale is in the best interests of the trust, after appropriate public notice ASLD can order the sale of lands “to the highest and best bidder therefore at public auction held at the county seat.”67
Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-132(A)(5), ASLD is permitted to impose "such conditions and covenants and make such reservations in the sale of state lands as the commissioner deems to be in the best interest of the state trust." ASLD may impose terms of sale that are in the best interest of the trust, although discouraging certain bidders, provided that it does not unreasonably limit the pool of potential bidders. ASLD can additionally require a permittee, lessee, or grantee to post a surety bond or other collateral to guarantee performance. Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-261, ASLD is also allowed to auction its reversionary rights in a trust parcel held for more than 10 years.

A purchaser of state lands at auction is required to pay a minimum of 10 percent of the appraised value of the lands at the time the land is sold; if the land is sold for more than the appraised value, the difference between 10 percent of the appraised value and 10 percent of the sale price must be paid within 30 days. The remainder of the purchase price may be financed through ASLD on terms of up to 25 years, at either a fixed or variable interest rate determined by the State Treasurer.

Upon the sale of the lands at auction for less than their full cash value, the purchaser receives a certificate of purchase that establishes the terms for payment of the remaining purchase price. The certificate of purchase essentially functions as a deed to the property, subject to discretionary forfeiture and reversion of the land to ASLD if the terms of the certificate are not met, and can be recorded and assigned. In addition, to the extent that a holder of a certificate of purchase sells any "sand, gravel, stone or other natural product" from the land subject to the certificate, the money derived from the sale is paid to ASLD and applied against remaining interest and principal.

The holder of a certificate of purchase is entitled to pay off the remaining debt on the property at any time; upon full payment, ASLD issues a final patent for the land. ASLD may also issue a patent for less than the entire property where it finds that doing so would be in the best interest of the trust, that the remaining value of the property is greater than the amount owed under the certificate of purchase, and that the value already paid for the acreage subject to the partial patent exceeds the per-acre purchase price for the entire property. However, a partial patent cannot be issued for less than 10 acres or less than one-quarter of the total land (whichever is smaller), although if the original land tract is less than 40 acres in size, partial patents may be issued for as little as five acres.

Given ASLD’s ability to bring a large number of sites to market (and thus accept a higher risk that any particular site will succeed as compared to private landowners), these unique financing and guaranty provisions would potentially allow for a carefully structured sale of trust lands that could be attractive to a solar developer. For example, an entity seeking to develop a solar project on state lands could conceivably acquire these lands at auction for a 10-percent down payment with favorable interest rates that might be difficult to match in the private finance market (particularly under current financial market conditions). This would allow a developer to obtain a COP sufficient to guarantee title to the lands following successful permitting of a solar project, with a reversion mechanism to ASLD without further liability to the developer in the event that the project was unsuccessful (since the forfeiture would be to ASLD rather than to an independent financer).
Solar Development Pursuant to a Commercial Lease

A second general approach to a solar development effort would be to attempt to market solar lands pursuant to a commercial lease. Commercial leases in Arizona are generally issued for terms of between 10 and 99 years, and are sold at public auction to the “highest and best bidder.”

Lease rates are generally required to be the fair market rental value of the land, subject to annual (or for long-term leases, periodic) adjustment. Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-132(A)(7) and 37-214(B), commercial leases are subject to the approval of the board of appeals. If lands are leased for more than 10 years, the board must determine that the benefit to the trust would be greater than if the lands were sold. The “commercial” designation is essentially a catch-all category that includes “business, institutional, religious, charitable, governmental or recreational purposes, or any general purpose other than agricultural, grazing, mining, oil, homesite or rights-of-way.”

Under A.R.S. § 37-281.02, state trust lands can be leased for commercial purposes to the highest and best bidder at public auction if ASLD determines that leasing of the land is in the best interest of the state. The lease granted under this authority must be for more than 10 years but no more than 99 years, and it must provide for an annual rental of not less than the appraised fair market rental value of the land.

ASLD’s regulations provide that all state lands classified as suitable for commercial purposes are subject to a commercial lease. Applications to lease lands not classified as commercial must be accompanied by a petition for reclassification. Unless it is in the best interest of the state, it is not the policy of ASLD to issue commercial leases which will seriously interfere with, damage, or break up operations of an established ranch or farm unit. There is no limit to the amount of commercial land that may be leased to any one individual or association.

The lease auction must be conducted in the same manner as required for sales of state trust lands, with some adjustment. For certain rural lands that are a given distance from incorporated cities and towns, ASLD must cooperate with the county in which the land is located in considering the intended uses of the land. The lease must include a rental adjustment formula under which the rental is subject to adjustment every five years or more frequently, and both the rental for the first five-year period and the rental adjustment formula must be established by ASLD prior to auction and published in the call for bids. In addition, the annual rental must not be less than the appraised fair market rental value of the land. The lease may include an amortization schedule to determine the value of improvements when the lease is terminated. Each offer for lease must reserve the right of ASLD to reject all bids and re-offer the land for lease if the bids are not acceptable to ASLD.

In most cases an application to lease state trust lands must be accompanied by a deposit based on the approximate first-year rental plus administrative expenses, which deposit is (i) returned if the applicant is not the successful bidder, (ii) applied to the rental price if the applicant is the successful bidder, or (iii) transferred to the trust if there are no bidders at auction. Before acceptance of a bid, ASLD is required to establish to its satisfaction the responsibility of a bidder. Upon announcement of the successful bidder, the first year’s annual rental must be paid by cashier’s check; if the successful bid exceeds the minimum bid, the difference is due five business days after the auction. Failure to meet these deadlines results in forfeiture of the lease and money already paid. The successful bidder must also pay the cost of the publication and reasonable expenses of the sale.
Participation Agreement

The final mechanism available to ASLD in pursuing solar development opportunities would be the use of a participation contract. A participation contract involves a transaction in which lands are auctioned at a lesser current price in exchange for a “participation” in the revenues generated when the lands are subsequently sold or leased by the purchaser.

Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-239, ASLD is authorized to enter into participation contracts on state lands, and to retain consultants in negotiating or preparing these contracts based on a fee charged to the applicant for a participation contract. Like land sales and commercial leases, participation contracts are subject to the approval of the board of appeals. Prior to the approval of a participation contract, ASLD is required to consider and report on anticipated revenues from the contract, trends in land values for similar land uses, the financial feasibility, the economic risks and benefits to the trust, and alternative uses for the land.

Although the participation contract statute is primarily directed at development projects, nothing in the statute would appear to prohibit the use of this mechanism for a solar development purpose. Pursuant to A.R.S. §37-101, a “participation contract” is defined as “a contract arising out of a sale together with other rights and obligations in trust lands whereby ASLD receives a share of the revenues generated by subsequent sales or leases.”

State land participation contracts are required to provide specific criteria and plans for phasing and disposition of subsequent sales or leases of the participation lands, a formula for determining the amount of revenue to the trust as a result of subsequent sales and leases, and specific rights and remedies in the case of a default on the participation contract, including forfeiture of the lands.

Using this mechanism, ASLD could develop a participation contract for development of a solar project on one or more parcels of pre-identified lands. Using the available land sale or lease mechanisms discussed earlier, these lands would be auctioned to a “master” solar developer subject to the participation contract, which could then fund an investigation of the feasibility of multiple sites, while providing for ASLD to receive a percentage of the subsequent revenues generated by the sale or lease of lands for solar use (or for the developer’s own use).

This would likely allow ASLD to obtain higher value for its lands than a raw sale over the long term, albeit at somewhat higher risk, and with significantly more investment of staff time and resources to develop the participation contract. However, this mechanism could be potentially attractive to solar developers with an interest in investigating several different potential sites (such as a developer positioning itself for participation in multiple potential PPA negotiations); this mechanism could allow the developer to invest time and resources in the investigation of those sites, use one or more of the sites for its own development, and/or sell the remaining sites to other developers.

It should be noted that via its commercial leasing authority, ASLD can additionally include similar types of participation terms in commercial leases; the inclusion of such terms in a commercial lease does not subject the lease to approval as a participation agreement.
Use of a “Reversionary Structure” to Incentivize Solar Development

Perhaps the single greatest advantage that ASLD-managed lands may enjoy over similarly situated private lands is related to the current stalemate (described elsewhere above) that exists between private landowners that have only limited solar site opportunities that they want to market, and solar developers who want low-risk access to those sites during their initial investigations of project feasibility. As noted above, this creates a situation in which private landowners are reluctant to grant mere options on potential sites to developers for fear that they will tie up their lands, fail to close, and thus miss an opportunity. Instead, private owners prefer to tie up lands conclusively through an up-front lease or sale. Similarly, solar developers are reluctant to make long-term commitments to a particular site in the absence of certainty that a particular site or planned project is feasible.

However, a review of the solar opportunities map suggests that ASLD likely controls a very large number of potentially suitable sites—certainly more sites than ASLD could conceivably expect to see developed, even assuming its lands were to host a disproportionate share, or all, of the future solar development in Arizona. As such, even as ASLD is likely to be less constrained in the development of its lands than is BLM, ASLD also does not suffer from the same opportunity costs that apply to private landowners with limited numbers of potential sites to market. Since if one site fails, there are still dozens of other potential ASLD sites that could succeed. Moreover, given the sheer size of ASLD’s holdings, the fact that a particular site is tied up for some period of time for solar investigation does not compromise ASLD’s ability to market its lands for alternative high-value uses, such as development, since ASLD controls far more land that is suitable for development than could be reasonably brought to market within 50, 100, or even 500 years.

This advantage suggests that ASLD might be best advised to pursue a “shotgun” approach to solar site development. Effectively, this is a marketing mechanism that would generate revenue for the trust via the “option” of a large number of sites to solar developers seeking low-risk opportunities for site investigation and feasibility studies, while counting on the ultimate success of only a small number of those potential sites.

Legality of Preconditions on the Use of State Lands

The commissioner has broad statutory authority to impose conditions and covenants and make such reservations in the sale of state lands as the commissioner deems to be in the interest of the state trust. Under this authority, the commissioner could potentially structure a sale or lease of state trust lands so that successful development of a renewable energy facility is in fact a condition of the sale or lease.
There is relatively little case law evaluating the propriety of specific terms of sale or lease in this regard; however, as a general matter, the discretion of the commissioner in structuring and planning the sale, lease, and use of state land is closely related to the three key requirements of the Enabling Act:

1. Trust lands and the natural products of trust lands may only be sold or leased “to the highest and best bidder at a public action”;  
2. All lands and leases must be appraised at their “true value”; and  
3. They cannot be disposed for less than this appraised true value.100

As noted elsewhere above, these provisions are replicated in Arizona’s Constitution as well, along with additional restrictions.101 These requirements have imposed particularly significant restrictions on Arizona trust land dispositions due to the strict interpretation of them adopted in Lassen v. Arizona ex rel. Ariz. Highway Dep’t.102

The infamous Lassen case invalidated Arizona’s long-standing practice of granting rights-of-way to the State Highway Department free of charge (despite the Enabling Act requirement that lands could only be sold or leased at public auction, to the highest and best bidder, for not less than their true value),103 which had been justified by the theory that highways built on trust lands would always enhance the value of the surrounding trust lands. In Lassen, the U.S. Supreme Court found that these activities impermissibly resulted in the disposition of lands for less than their true value.105 Because a discount for “enhanced value” would require the state to make an inherently uncertain estimate of the value of the enhancement, the court found that this would risk diverting a portion of the benefits derived from the trust lands to the Highway Department and away from trust beneficiaries.106

The rationale provided in Lassen has resulted in a series of cases that have overturned numerous strategies employed by ASLD or the legislature to circumvent competitive bidding. In various cases courts have found that trust lands cannot be acquired by condemnation because the trust would not benefit from any additional profit that might come from competitive bidding at advertised public auction,107 that public auctions and competitive bidding are required for all sales of land, even when the purchaser is a governmental entity such as a city108 or a state agency,109 that lease provisions cannot provide for future decreases in rental rates if real estate conditions render the lease “uneconomic,”110 that land exchanges are unconstitutional insofar as they constitute “sales” without public auction,111 that ASLD cannot reject competitive bids by conservation organizations for grazing leases112 or be required to automatically renew leases,113 and that leases or sales of mineral resources cannot be disposed for less than their true value as determined by appraisal114 and the maximum value of these resources cannot be established by statute.115

However, insofar as competitive bidding can be maintained as part of the disposal process, the courts have found that ASLD has “great discretion” in deciding which lands are to be disposed, structuring the actual terms under which land is sold or leased, and establishing the conditions under which competitive bidding occurs. As a general rule, ASLD’s determinations under
its "authority to devise detailed plans for the sale, lease, and use of state trust land... will not be overturned absent illegal action, an abuse of discretion, or unfair bidding." The courts have found that "[a]s long as the proposed sale terms are justified by the best interest of the state trust, do not include conditions that would exclude eligible bidders, are not intended to favor a particular bidder, and are not otherwise contrary to law, the commissioner has discretionary authority to determine the structure of a proposed sale." This standard effectively allows ASLD to structure a sale or lease of state lands however it deems fit, even if this substantially limits the pool of interested bidders—so long as the terms do not "improperly limit the universe of potential bidders to one."

In *Campana v. Arizona State Land Department*, the court found:

[The Commissioner is obligated to manage trust lands for the benefit of the trust and its beneficiaries. He has the duty to maximize revenue to the trust. However, immediate revenue is not the sole consideration in determining the best interests of the trust. The Commissioner has great discretion concerning the disposition of trust lands and has authority to devise detailed plans for the sale, lease, and use of state land. These decisions will not be overturned absent illegal action, an abuse of discretion, or an unfair bidding.]

In *Campana*, the court upheld the legality of an auction structure where two related auctions were scheduled in relation to a planned community, one for three commercial leases for a set of parcels and another for the sale of nearby residential land and 58 acres of associated public roadway and utilities. The department structured the auction so that the successful bidder for the leases would become the master developer of the entire community, and required the successful bidder for the sale to post a bond for the installation of infrastructure. The auctions were protested on the grounds that the bidding was chilled by the relationship of the commercial leases to the land sale, which purportedly resulted in a preference to the lessee as master developer over a residential developer. The court found that there was no evidence in the record that the bidding was chilled, citing the broad discretion of the commissioner in planning for the disposition of land as quoted above.

In *Koepnick v. Arizona State Land Department*, the court rejected a challenge to a reclassification of leased land from agricultural to commercial (thus terminating the lease of the agricultural lessee), despite the absence of an immediate commercial lessee. In upholding the commissioner’s action, the court emphasized the commissioner’s discretion in planning for the disposition of state trust land and noted that the commissioner’s determination of the trust’s “best interest” is made in light of all of the circumstances. It observed that the commissioner "may legitimately consider alternate future uses of state land. Thus, the commissioner will not abuse his or her discretion if he or she decides to forego immediate revenue to obtain public benefits flowing from employing state land in uses of higher value."

It should be noted, however, that although the commissioner’s discretion is broad, conditions placed on the disposition of state trust lands have been invalidated by the courts for violating a lessee’s rights and for failure to consider the best interest of the trust. In *Havasu Heights v. State Land Department of Arizona*, the court invalidated two "special conditions" imposed in commercial holding leases because they waived rights granted lessees by the Arizona Constitution and statutes. One such condition waived claims to damages otherwise granted...
by statute, and the other waived the lessee’s rights to compensation for improvements at the end of the lease term. The court noted that although the department has a great deal of discretion concerning the terms of the lease, the department may not act contrary to the statutory or constitutional scheme.

In *Forest Guardians v. Wells*, the Department did not expressly impose a condition on a sale or lease, but it denied awarding a grazing lease to an environmental group as a matter of law because the environmental group did not intend to actually use the land for grazing. This denial could be thought of as imposing something of a de facto condition on the lease. The Supreme Court held that the commissioner’s fiduciary duty required him to at least consider whether the rejected bids would have been best for the corpus of the trust and its beneficiaries, noting that although the constitution permitted property classification as an aid to proper administration of the trust, “administrative concern and practice must conform to the core fiduciary trust duties imposed by our law.”

As such, assuming compliance with the statutory structure described above (including statutory provisions regarding prices to be obtained), whether a sale of state trust land could be structured to require development of a solar energy facility as a condition of sale would likely turn on whether such a condition was found to be in the best interest of the trust and consistent with ASLD’s other constitutional and fiduciary responsibilities.

**Consistency of an “Option”-Based Renewable Energy Development Program with the Trust Responsibility**

The standards under which ASLD’s interpretation of its trust responsibility will ultimately be influenced by the judicial doctrines governing deference to state agencies is their interpretation of federal laws, state constitutional provisions, state statutes, and in their findings of fact. Assuming that a person who is seeking to challenge a given decision of ASLD can meet the requirements for standing (that they have suffered an “injury-in-fact,” causality, judicial redressability, and that they are within the category of persons intended to be protected by a given constitutional or statutory requirement), the standard applicable will depend on whether the decision at issue involves an interpretation of law or a finding of fact.

Where ASLD’s decision involves an interpretation of law—such as whether or not a given action is authorized by a state statute—it will generally be subject to de novo review—the least deferential standard of review. By contrast, where ASLD’s decision involves a conclusion of fact—such as whether or not a given action is consistent with the interests of the trust—ASLD is entitled to significant levels of deference. As a state agency, as long as the agency complies with the letter of the law, the agency’s actual decisions are normally entitled to significant deference and can only be overturned if the decisions are “arbitrary” or “capricious,” or are unsupported by substantial evidence in the record. Similarly, where a discretionary decision of an agency is implicated (such as a decision with regard to whether or not to grant a lease, whether or not to sell land, and so forth) courts will apply a similar “abuse of discretion” standard—upholding the decision unless the agency has disregarded evidence, committed clear error, or acted against reason.
To the extent that ASLD’s participation in a solar development program is premised on conclusions of fact—i.e., determinations that particular lands are suitable for such use or that participation would be a reasonable investment as part of the management of the larger trust portfolio and otherwise in the best interests of the trust—this standard would clearly be met. ASLD would have a strong factual case that making a series of favorable sites available for solar development would neither place the trust at substantial risk nor involve forgoing other opportunities that would potentially have produced more favorable returns:

- Arizona has approximately 9.28 million surface acres of trust lands. Of these, more than one million acres are located adjacent to or within rapidly urbanizing areas where development may be the most valuable future use. In addition, many of Arizona trust lands are held in large, contiguous parcels, some approaching hundreds of square miles in size.

- In recent years, over 90 percent of the annual revenue generated from the trust portfolio has been generated by land sales and commercial uses of trust lands, primarily for commercial and residential development in Arizona’s urban areas.

- These uses currently occur on an extremely small subset of lands; ASLD has recently averaged sales of only around 2,000 to 3,000 acres of land for development each year out of the nearly one million acres currently located within or adjacent to urban areas.

- ASLD’s land portfolio includes a large quantity of solar-suitable lands, the majority of which are currently used for agricultural purposes or grazing, and which produce comparatively low returns. In fact, ASLD has recently generated less than 1 percent of its annual revenues from grazing and agricultural leases, the use to which the vast majority of trust lands (more than 8.5 million acres) are currently dedicated.

- Although some solar-suitable lands may also have future development values, at recent rates of land disposal, development of solar projects for temporary and in many cases, permanent disposals are unlikely to interfere with development opportunities. Despite the high value of land for development, given the rate of land absorption in Arizona’s urban areas, constraints on transportation, water, and other natural resources, and various political considerations, it is highly unlikely that ASLD will ever sell more than a small percentage of its overall portfolio for development use over the next few hundred years. In fact, solar development may be a useful “holding” use for development-suitable lands in urban areas, allowing lands to generate revenues in the interim, while ultimately being developed for urban uses after solar leases expire.

- Unlike many private parties, ASLD’s land base is held essentially without carrying costs (since ASLD already owns the land free and clear and has no tax liability for them); compared to private parties who must finance and hold lands for development use, ASLD is in a nearly ideal position to hold and maintain a series of potential solar sites.

Assuming that a solar development program could be shown to produce a revenue stream higher than current agricultural or grazing uses of the participating lands, participation in renewable energy development would thus clearly be consistent with the economic and non-economic interests of the trust and easily defensible under an “arbitrary and capricious” standard of review. As such, insofar as the
requirement that the trust obtain “true value” and that resources be disposed
competitively can be maintained, the broad discretion afforded to ASLD in
structuring the terms of a sale or lease of trust lands and selecting lands for
disposal would clearly allow for a renewable energy development program.

**Structuring an “Option” Program via Commercial Lease**

An option-like mechanism for the sale or lease of trust lands for renewable
energy development purposes could be readily developed under existing
ASLD authorities for commercial lease, which would allow ASLD to set the
term of lease to any viable length, and can allow for lease cancellation or
early termination. As such, assuming that a lease was constructed with a
deliberate termination in the event that a detailed site investigation (or project
development period) demonstrated that the lessee would be unable to develop
the site, obtain a PPA, obtain financing, or meet other identified conditions and
milestones, the site could simply revert to ASLD in the event of project failure.
This would effectively allow a potential solar developer to pay to lease the site
on a short-term basis, with an “option” to continue the lease for longer.

Previous caselaw evaluating the legality of “holding leases” suggests that
this type of structure should be permissible. In *Havasu Heights Ranch and
Development Corporation v. State Land Department of Arizona*, the court was
asked to evaluate the validity of “holding leases” issued by the Department
to Havasu Heights.140 The leases, labeled “commercial,” were issued “for the
purpose of holding for future commercial uses as may be approved by lessor”
and prohibited any actual current use of the land.141

The Department was in the practice of issuing such leases essentially for
speculative purposes based on the value of the preferred right of renewal
granted by statute in the instance that the lands were subsequently
reclassified for urban land development. *Id.* at 41. The leases were challenged
on a number of grounds, including that “holding for speculation” is not a
valid commercial “use” within the version of A.R.S. § 37-101 that was then
applicable.

The court denied this challenge, finding that “use” can mean “purpose,”
which is an “end, objective, plan or project” and does not require “actual
use.”142 Further, the definition of “commercial” land included (and still includes
under the present statute) “business” purposes and “any general purpose
other than agricultural, grazing, mining, oil, homesite or rights-of-way.”143
The court found that holding for potential future profit could fit into either of
these categories.144 The court observed that its statutory interpretation was
supported by the requirements that the department make the “best use”
of trust land and to maximize the financial benefits flowing from the trust.
Keeping options open, the court observed, may in some circumstances be the
“best use” of trust land and consistent with the duty to maximize the value of
the trust.145

This precedent suggests that an option-like lease arrangement, where
state trust land is deliberately leased in advance of feasibility investigation
and permitting (and subsequently cancelled in the event of project failure),
would be fully consistent with a lease for “commercial use,” and, in the right
circumstances, ASLD’s trust responsibilities. Combined with an appropriate
assessment of the value of lease improvements, this could provide a reasonably cost-effective method (from a developer’s point of view) for providing an “option” on a longer-term lease; in addition, by including provisions which required the developer to turn over the results of any studies or site investigations as a condition of an early lease termination, this could potentially leave ASLD in a better position to dispose of a particular site even if the initial site developer’s project were to fail.

**Structuring an “Option” via Reversion of Certificate of Purchase**

Statutory provisions that dictate the payment structure for the sale of trust land are less flexible; however, the provisions for default on a sale of state lands would nonetheless make a type of “option”-like arrangement possible under either a direct sale or a participation agreement.

When trust land is sold at auction, a portion of the purchase price (10-25% of the appraised value) and fees must be paid immediately. If the successful bid exceeds the appraised value, further payment is due within 30 days. The commissioner is required to establish prior to the notice of sale whether the remaining balance is due and payable within 30 days of the auction or if the balance will be paid over a longer term, which shall not exceed 25 years.

Upon payment of the amounts due immediately and within the first 30 days of the auction, a purchaser is entitled to receive a certificate of purchase. The certificate of purchase must include, among other items, the date when each deferred payment will be due, the amount of each deferred payment, and the rate of interest on the first deferred payment. The purchaser must agree to pay taxes, water assessments, and other charges assessed against the land, that the purchaser will not “permit any loss or commit any waste to or upon the lands,” that water rights will be maintained, and to abide by the terms of other agreements and covenants.

A certificate of purchase entitles the purchaser to possession of the lands as long as the certificate is in force, and until a patent is granted. Once the purchaser has discharged the entire debt—which may be discharged early—and demonstrates that the terms and conditions of the certificate of purchase have been satisfied, ASLD issues the purchaser a patent for the land.

After a purchaser has successfully bid on a tract of trust land and received a certificate of purchase, but before the entire purchase amount is paid and a patent issued, the certificate of purchase and the land may be forfeit by the purchaser. If a purchaser defaults in a payment of principal or interest (as provided in the certificate of purchase) or fails to comply with a condition, covenant, or requirement of the certificate of purchase, the certificate will be declared subject to forfeiture. Within 60 days after default or failure, ASLD will provide notice of the same. If payment is not made or the failure is not corrected within 60 days, the certificate of purchase and all rights of the purchaser to the land and improvements may be canceled. If no appeal is made to the formal order cancelling the certificate of purchase, the cancellation becomes final, and improvements and payments already made are deemed rental for the land.
The commissioner has broad authority to impose conditions and covenants and make such reservations in the sale of state lands as the commissioner deems to be in the interest of the state trust. Under this authority, the commissioner could potentially structure a sale of state trust lands so that successful development of a renewable energy facility, within a specific period of time, is a condition of the purchase.

As such, if a purchaser subject to reversion was to fail to develop a facility on a particular site following an investigation of project feasibility, a reversion could be structured such that the sale of the site could be cancelled without further penalty pursuant to the provisions described above, subject to forfeiture of the 10% minimum down payment and intervening payments and interest. Assuming a land value appraisal was not unreasonable in light of the risks of forfeiture, a forfeiture of this amount of the ultimate purchase price may well be a reasonable price to pay as a temporary “rental” or a de facto option on the land—particularly if the deal were structured around a participation interest.

**Appraised Value Adjustments During the Term of “Option”**

One additional tool which could be of significance in structuring a competitive “option”-type structure for initial solar investigation on a commercial lease (and possible for a participation) would be to provide for a lower rental (or land value) to be assessed during the initial investigation period in recognition of the substantial expenditures to be undertaken during the initial investigation, and/or for an increase in rental upon achievement of an identified milestone (such as the grant of a construction permit or the actual construction of a facility).

With regard to the former approach, as noted elsewhere above, both commercial rental rates and land sales for trust lands must be based on a fair market value appraisal. However, this appraisal can (and should) take into consideration obligations placed on the lessee or purchaser by ASLD in the terms of a lease or participation agreement to undertake improvements and costs.

For example, in *Northeast Phoenix Holdings, LLC v. Winkleman*, the Arizona court of appeals found that it was constitutional for the commissioner to bundle a commercial lease of a parcel of land together with associated rights of way for purposes of appraisal and auction. The successful bidder at the auction was required to make a substantial investment in infrastructure improvements to the parcel and rights of way, and to account for those costs ASLD assigned a total value to the combined property interests that expressly considered the costs of infrastructure improvements on the associated rights-of-way and thus provided a “discount” to the lessee that obtained the rights of way based on the costs of those improvements. The court upheld this method of appraisal.

Although this holding relied at least in part on the commissioner’s statutory authority to assess the value of rights-of-ways or parcels to be used for public purposes and assign those values to particular parcels within the scope of an approved development or secondary plan for urban land—and land sold or leased for solar development would not necessarily be urban land—the
court specifically found that it was not a violation of the Arizona constitution, Enabling Act, or the trust responsibility to approach the appraisal and disposition of property in this manner, confirming the discretion of the commissioner in structuring auctions in the best interests of the trust.\textsuperscript{156}

With regard to a later increase in rental rate (for example, upon permitting success) the primary restriction that is likely to be applied is that the financial terms of the lease are sufficiently clear at the time of auction to ensure that (a) the terms do not have a chilling effect on the auction price, and (b) that the interests of the trust are not being derogated for the benefit of a third party (i.e., that the lease is consistent with the duty of loyalty). In \textit{Campana v. Arizona State Land Department}, plaintiff Campana successfully challenged the rental adjustment formula included in the 99-year commercial lease of 563 acres of trust land in Northeast Phoenix (a portion of the Desert Ridge development).\textsuperscript{157}

The rental adjustment clause was intended to ensure that the lessee would always be able to pay its rent, so as not to default if land values declined. It provided as follows:

\begin{quote}
Lessor and Lessee may agree, with the approval of the Board [of Appeals], to amend the rent provisions in Article 5 to reduce rent due and/or modify the method of adjusting the rent if at any time after the first three...Lease Years, Lessor and Lessee mutually agree that the real estate market affecting the Parcel had deteriorated since the execution of this Lease rendering the Lease uneconomic.\textsuperscript{158}
\end{quote}

The court held that under A.R.S. § 37-281.02, the rental adjustment formula must be specified in the lease prior to the bidding process, so that at the time of the auction, the lease price is a known and definite figure. Because this rental adjustment formula did not set a fixed formula, and instead allowed for unstructured future negotiations, it violated A.R.S. § 37-281.02, which requires that the department sell or lease lands to the highest bidder. The court found that “the ‘highest’ bidder cannot truly be determined if the rent could be arbitrarily reduced at a later date through further negotiations. Under such a lease, the true value of the land also becomes dependent on nebulous factors such as the negotiating skills of the lessees and the degree of receptivity of the Land Department.”\textsuperscript{159}

Although this case would preclude a rental adjustment formula that left future rents open to future negotiations, it arguably would not preclude a rental adjustment formula that provided, for example, for a pre-determined increase in the rent upon satisfaction of a condition such as approval of a CEC for solar energy development. This potential flexibility in the rental adjustment provision of the statute, however, does not resolve the issue of how such flexibility could be reconciled with the requirement that state land be leased for its appraised value.
Discussions with ASLD staff have revealed that ASLD is in the process of creating a template for a solar development commercial lease. Unfortunately, because this lease template is under development with a private party, it is subject to confidentiality requirements and is therefore unavailable for review.

In general terms, ASLD appears to be considering a 30-year commercial lease, which can be extended to 50 years via two 10-year extension periods. The lease would be based on a 20-year amortization schedule for a power plant with an expected operating life of 40 years, and provide for the use of state lands for solar power development or hybrid development. The lease would additionally provide for—but not guarantee—access to groundwater subject to a separate agreement, and the grant of rights-of-way across trust lands as necessary to facilitate a transmission interconnection. It would also provide for project removal and site remediation upon completion of the lease.

In essence, the ASLD template would provide for a two- to three-year “development period” at the beginning of the lease, which would terminate upon the date that the project begins producing power. During this period the lessee would pay a reduced rent, based on a percentage of appraised land value (as established by the winning bid at auction). During the development period, the lessee is also entitled to cancel the lease in the event that the lessee is unable to complete entitlements by identified target dates (such as obtaining a CEC, executing a PPA, receiving transmission interconnection approval, etc.). Upon completion of the development period, the lease rent would escalate to a higher percentage of the appraised land value (established at auction) and/or a participation/royalty on power produced by the project.

As discussed above, all of the concepts addressed in the draft lease terms appear to be fully consistent with ASLD’s statutory authorities. The approach under consideration by ASLD appears to fall well within the range of potential opportunities and mechanisms identified in our analysis.
Immediate Opportunities for Moving Forward on a Solar Development Program

Based on our review of ASLD’s legal authorities, the pursuit of a solar development program appears both feasible and desirable. Given the substantial constraints on the development of federal lands and the complications associated with the development of solar projects on private lands, Arizona’s state trust lands appear to be well-positioned to take advantage of solar development opportunities.

As noted earlier, the most substantial constraints on the use of trust lands for solar development as compared to private lands are likely to be those associated with the public auction requirements that apply to the sale or lease of trust lands. However, as discussed above, ASLD’s ability to potentially position a large number of sites and take advantage of its low carrying and opportunity costs to structure “option”-type arrangements for commercial leases, sales, or participation agreements would appear to substantially offset this disadvantage. Given the critical role that the auction requirements play in protecting the interests of the trust, we do not see a compelling need to change ASLD’s current authorities in this regard—particularly in the relatively dangerous context of a politically charged solar boom.

Given this fact, and based on initial conversations with ASLD staff, we would suggest three potential avenues for further investigation that would seem to offer the greatest promise for supporting or promoting solar development on state trust lands (both in Arizona and elsewhere):

1. Informing the development of leasing programs via analysis of alternative lease forms that improve trust revenue outcomes while supporting solar development, with emphasis on royalty/participation structures and exit strategies/indemnity provisions.

ASLD staff have noted that at present, there are not a large number of example leases available for review by ASLD and its attorneys. Although other state land departments have drafted exploratory leases for renewable energy projects, ASLD does not currently have access to successful examples of royalty arrangements and similar participation structures. In addition, given the strong likelihood that leased lands will return to ASLD for alternative uses in the future, examples of appropriate land recovery/restoration provisions were specifically identified by ASLD as an important area for further investigation.

2. Analysis of whether (and at what point) an ASLD solar development program would ultimately require a rulemaking.

As noted in our discussion of the Havasu Heights case in Section V(C), the courts have ruled that a previous special-purpose ASLD lease program (the commercial “holding lease” program) required a rulemaking process. A full discussion of the legal principles governing when an agency rulemaking is and is not required falls beyond the scope of this investigation and analysis. However, assuming ASLD grants more than just a few special-purpose solar leases that it is developing on a case-by-case basis, ASLD will likely need to be prepared to either conduct a rulemaking process or to defend its program against a potential challenge on this basis.
An investigation into best practices for solar development on state trust lands, with emphasis on linkages between financing, regulatory development, and mapping/information development by state agencies.

The availability of land is only one of a series of critical factors in successful solar energy development. While critical, a solar energy program in Arizona is more likely to stand or fall depending upon the influence of other factors, such as financing and tax incentive programs, regulatory requirements and incentives, and other important siting constraints, including environmental requirements and transmission access. An assessment of successful programs and/or best management practices among state land departments and other state regulators might be very helpful in assessing how best to support solar energy development on state trust lands, as well as identifying useful practices that could translate to other states. For example, particularly when considered in comparison to other states, ASLD appears to have already engaged in substantial mapping exercises designed to highlight solar opportunities on state trust lands and to identify potential environmental and physical constraints on solar siting—a practice that could be replicated by other state land managers around the West.

Potential Solar Energy Sites in Southwest Arizona
Acreages of Solar Energy Sites

- **Res Americas**: 43,116 ac.
- **KOFA N.W.R.**: 33,999 ac.
- **QUARTZITE**: 28,643 ac.
- **GILA BEND**: 27,043 ac.
- **26,325 ac.**
- **26,110 ac.**
- **25,872 ac.**
- **24,226 ac.**
- **19,857 ac.**
- **20,548 ac.**
- **14,803 ac.**
- **14,534 ac.**
- **13,436 ac.**
- **13,244 ac.**
- **12,298 ac.**
- **11,988 ac.**
- **11,238 ac.**
- **7,386 ac.**
- **7,261 ac.**
- **7,555 ac.**
- **6,238 ac.**
- **6,195 ac.**
- **5,796 ac.**
- **5,678 ac.**
- **5,608 ac.**
- **5,444 ac.**
- **6,183 ac.**
- **11,256 ac.**
- **3,577 ac.**
- **3,577 ac.**
- **3,081 ac.**
- **802 ac.**
- **200 ac.**
- **21,901 ac.**
- **8,350 ac.**
- **5,546 ac.**
- **4,965 ac.**
- **3,223 ac.**
- **2,620 ac.**
- **2,481 ac.**
- **1,458 ac.**
- **1,427 ac.**
- **1,163 ac.**
- **1,163 ac.**
- **504 ac.**
- **200 ac.**
- **3,577 ac.**

- **State Trust Land Solar Sites - Total 53,100 acres**
- **BLM Solar Sites - 510,400 total acres**
- **Private Land Solar Sites**
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About the Sun Corridor Legacy Program

The “Sun Corridor” refers to Arizona’s megapolitan area stretching from Nogales in the south to Prescott in the north, with Phoenix and Tucson at its core. The megapolitan is growing at a tremendous rate, and that rapid growth comes with the challenge of conserving natural desert and open space and urban quality of life. As one of the four keystone initiatives of the Sonoran Institute, the Sun Corridor Legacy Program addresses growth and change as models for sustainable development. Our five goals include:

1. **Promote a rail system linking the entire Sun Corridor**
2. **Create a world-class model for sustainable desert cities**
3. **Advance the availability of clean and secure energy for the Sun Corridor**
4. **Conserve more than one million acres in Arizona for future generations**
5. **Encourage state policies that protect and restore free flowing rivers in Arizona**

The Sun Corridor’s desirable climate, housing options, and relatively low cost of living are reasons why this area continues to attract new residents. The area’s future quality of life, environmental quality, and economic prosperity will be determined largely by how well growth is managed. Going forward, regional solutions that comprehensively address conservation, development, transportation, water, and energy issues will be critical to a sustainable future.

Arizonans must make better decisions about how to develop communities, preserve cherished open spaces, ensure an adequate high-quality water supply, protect our quality of life, and enhance economic prosperity. New approaches to leadership are needed to make this happen and Sonoran Institute finds them through work with federal, state and local governments and stakeholder groups to determine the best mix of use and conservation for lands in this region. To find out more about the program’s work, visit [www.sonoraninstitute.org](http://www.sonoraninstitute.org).
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